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We'd heard about a few break-ins in Beijing hutongs. We sent Kyle Mullin to report
and this is what he found out: it's maybe not so random as we thought.

Keiko Wong assumed she was safe nestled near the slender alleys of Daju Hutong. For
the past two years she and her New York-born husband, Oliver Rockwell, often took their
infant son for leisurely strolls down the serpentine streets preserved from China‘s
dynastic eras, swapping gardening tips w ith neighbors they met along the way. The
young family never felt the need to hide their bikes inside at night, instead leaving them
outside, padlocked to a weathered old wall.

So Wong’s shock was numbing on the evening of Friday, July 15, when she and her 16
month-old son returned home to find their belongings torn from the shelves and
scattered everywhere.

“I walked into the yard. [Our home] office door was open, [a] mess,” says Wong, who
lived in Beijing for eight years before moving to the cozy Beixinqiao area, one block south
of Daju Hutong, to raise a family in 2009. “Every box was out, every piece of paper was
on the floor. But the computer was [still] there, so I didn't worry much.”

Her initial calm quickly seeped away as she opened her husband’s camera box and
realized that the vandals were also thieves. The burglars had only left a fraction of the
family’s photography equipment behind. Their Canon 5 D camera, Yashica TLR, Rolleiflex
TLR and several Pentax lenses—together worth at least US$3000—were gone.

The police arrived and, while waiting for the forensic team, told Wong her case was
far from unique, she says.

A fellow expat living 20 meters away told Wong she was also robbed just a few days
prior, and off-the-record statements from other victims of break-ins w ithin walking
distance from Wong’s home doubles that total, leaving at least four hutong homes in the
area looted in July. The police declined to confirm the number of hutong robberies
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area looted in July. The police declined to confirm the number of hutong robberies
currently under investigation.

“They seemed to know who lives where and what their schedules were like,” Wong says.
The thieves not only broke into Wong’s home while she was out, but also two days after
her husband left for a rare business trip to New York.

“I am upset that it happened while I was away, because it meant my w ife had to deal
w ith it alone,” says Rockwell.

Officer Gao, who initially headed up the investigation before the case was transferred to
the department’s vice squad, stressed that there is no rhyme or reason to such
burglaries.

“Break-ins happen randomly. [It’s not just to] certain rich families or expats,” says Gao,
who declined to offer his rank and given name. “Before we thought break-ins always
happened in the summer … on workdays from Monday to Friday,” Gao says. But now, he
says, there are no obvious timeframes. “[They] … can happen anytime, anywhere.”

Some say hutong dwellers are particularly vulnerable. Matthew Hu Xinyu, former
managing director of the Beijing Cultural Heritage Protection Center, says that for all their
charm, hutongs don’t always make for ideal real estate. (Editor's Note: Matthew's views
are his own, and do not represent those of the Beijing Cultural Heritage Protection
Center)

“Hutong vandalism … happens from time to time, since it is not as easy to install a safety
door as it is in [newer] apartment buildings,” he says, adding that hutong safety is
compromised by much more than dated carpentry. “The current migrant population is
another factor … since most of them move often and do not normally do any form of
registration. This does not mean any bias towards this group of people, but it happens.”

Rockwell admits a similar thought crossed his mind when Wong called w ith the bad news.
But then he says he realized it would be pointless to let the thieves push him towards
prejudice.

“We have a lot of migrant workers building homes on our hutong,” Rockwell says. “At first
I thought maybe they were observing us … but then [I remembered] some nice
discussions w ith the workers about my hulu and morning glory [flowers]—it seemed quite
innocent.”

Hu agrees such rash judgments are unfair, and notes that it’s not just migrant workers
who may suffer from jumping to conclusions. “My concern is that [incidents like this may]
become a primary reason why some local government officials would like to demolish
hutong courtyard houses and convert them into high-rises or low-rises,” he says.

But that would leave Wong devastated. For her, no break-in could compare to losing
such a distinctive home and neighborhood, with its courtyards and winding alleys.
“Outdoor space, a garden, a yard and a friendly community is important for [our] baby,”
she says. “In apartment buildings everyone shuts their door after they get home, but in
the hutong we can take him for a walk up and down [the street] and there always w ill be
other babies out there playing.”

This openness is a major reason for the family’s decision to move into a hutong, but it is
this same openness that presents an advantage to thieves, she says.

Richard Buangan, press spokesman for the U.S. embassy in Beijing, says expats need to
educate themselves about the city’s criminal snares—from “English student” con artists
that leave foreigners to foot astronomical tea house bills, to pickpockets and sw indling
cabbies.

“For most visitors, China remains a very safe country, [but] as w ith any foreign country,
you should always take … precautions and pay attention to your surroundings,” he says.
“When an American is the victim … it can be more difficult because the victim may be in
unfamiliar surroundings and may not know the local language or customs.”

Buangan says in case of a burglary, American victims, like Rockwell, should call the
U.S. embassy’s 24-hour emergency line at 8531-4000. Embassy staff can offer a list of
hospitals and contact information for English-speaking attorneys, along w ith a rundown of
the local criminal justice procedures. They can also aid in acquiring information about the
case from the police. Buangan added that all expats should visit websites like theirs to
gain Beijing-centric travel tips and to better understand how they can guard
themselves from the city’s threats.

Police quotes acquired and translated by Feer Han.
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last wednesday, my friend's house got robbed and his neighbors' house got

robbed 3 weeks before. I was also told a lady's house got robbed 5 times and

she lives in DRC (at liang ma qiao). Chinese security guards get paid to sleep

during the night, they are hopeless even during the day. what can the police do
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about this? Nothing! They don't really care about it, do they? hope they w ill really

look into these cases in the future when they are done w ith hassling people w ith

the WIFI bullshit.

Posted by xiaochangyu 4 m ago

 Was this comment useful? Yes(0) BookMark

beijing boyce's laptop stolen in 12sqm:

http://www.beijingboyce.com/2011/08/18/does-anyone-know-this-guy-who-took-

my-laptop-last-night/ anyone know the foreigner?

Posted by gecua 3 m, 2 w ago

 Was this comment useful? Yes(0) BookMark

@gecua some lucky bloke just landed the world's best collection of burger porn

Posted by killa_ace 3 m, 1 w ago

 Was this comment useful? Yes(0) BookMark

This actually was a bit too heavy handed written. We never assumed the hutong

house is too safe - but the same w ith the apartment buildings. Last year we were

specially cautious though, as we saw a post on community notice board about

some house near us being broken into early summer, but this year we forgot

about it...I w ish they had warned us, as later I found out some houses in this

neighborhood had already been robbed in the same week. Also, it's the

Beixinqiao-Lama Temple area. This thief/thieves is very likely to be sophisticated,

when I first got home, I saw the mess, but the desktop computer was there, and

a few cameras were lying on the floor, I assumed nothing had been taken, only

when I went through the camera box did I realize they really chose what to take,

only the more valuable ones. We don't want to move coz we have too many

things around the house, also my friend who live in apartment building was

robbed too. That's the main reason for us not think of moving. All in all, just want

our neighbors, hutong friends to be more cautious and maybe put on stronger

locks to your doors if that helps.

Posted by imnotblue 3 m, 1 w ago

 Was this comment useful? Yes(0) BookMark
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